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Manuscript requirements
All manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate (3) copies to:
The Editor,
Journal of Health Management,
Institute for Health Management,
Jalan Rumah Sakit, Off Jalan Bangsar,
59000 Kuala Lumpur
Manuscripts should be type on one side of A4 paper and 1.5 line spacing (including
tables, legends and references) to conserve paper during the review and production
processes. The first page should state the title, appropriate name(s) of the author(s),
degrees, place of work, both postal and email address and the contact number of the
principal author for correspondence. Papers must be submitted in English. Summary,
Introduction, Methodology, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgment and References
should follow each section beginning on a fresh page.
Length:
The norm is 6000-8000 words, but both longer and shorter articles will be considered
Typing:
A copy should be submitted in typescript, Font Tahoma, 1.5 line spacing, with
margins, carefully checked for typing errors, spelling, punctuation etc.
Heading:
Subheadings may be used, but should be kept as brief as possible.
Notes:
Notes should be listed at the end of the text but should not be used excessively. They
should be numbered consecutively in the manuscript.
Figures:
Charts and graphs (Illustration) should be numbered consecutively and referred to as
“Figure 1.2” etc. Every figure should have a number in Arabic numerals, a brief title and
labeled axes.

Abstract:
Authors must supply a structured abstract set out under 4-7 sub-headings: Purpose;
Methodology/approach; Findings; Implications/limitations either for further research, for
practice, or for society; and the Originality/value of the paper. In addition provide up to
six keywords which encapsulate the principle topics of the paper and categorise your
paper under one of these classification: Research paper, Viewpoint, Technical paper,
Conceptual paper, Case study, Literature review or General review.
Introduction:
State the purpose of the article as well as the rationale and objectives of the study.
Methodology:
Describe the selection of subjects. Identify the methods, tools, apparatus and
procedure of the study in sufficient detail to allow other researchers to repeat the
study. Statistical tests used should be given in details and the use of computer software
should also be mentioned. For studies with ethical consideration, the statement of
approval from relevant ethical committee has to be mentioned.
Results:
Present the results in logical sequence. Use appropriate tables or illustrations.
Discussion:
Emphasize the new and important aspects of the study. Discuss the implications of the
findings, the limitations and relate the findings with other studies.
Conclusion:
Link the conclusions with the objectives of the study. Avoid conclusions not supported
by the data.
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